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Mako mermaids cast members

Mermaids have been here and as long as people have told stories of the high seas. As early as 1,700 BC the Babylons worshipped a god with a human trunk and the tail of a fish below the waist. The ancient sailors described the alluring women who were attracted by the waves. Mermaids
and mermen have been spotted in each of the earth's oceans over the centuries, from feudal Japan to medieval Scotland, from Chile to the south to Alaska to the north, to almost every ocean, river or lake in the world. But the question remains. Are the mermaids real? An Assyrian legend
from 2,500 BC concerns a goddess named Alargatis who turns into a mermaid out of shame for accidentally killing her human lover. Mermaids are part of Greek, Celtic, Egyptian, Japanese, Inuit and Hindu traditions. Hindus respect a mermaid goddess to this day. In the famous book of
stories, The Thousand and One Nights, mermaids are described as having a woman's face and hair, but they had tails like fish. LindaMarieB/Getty Images Years ago sailors and those who lived in coastal towns around the world wrote stories and told stories of observing mermaids. Many
ships brought a carved mermaid figure to the bow of the boat for good sailing. Christopher Columbus even wrote about seeing mermaids on some of his sea voyages. In a memorable entry in his diary, Columbus described seeing three mermaids that had been lifted above the surface of the
water. Tramont_ana/Getty Images In 1837, Danish author Hans Christian Andersen published a children's story titled The Little Mermaid that immediately became a best seller. The enduring classic has rarely come out of print since then and has spawned plays and movies over the years.
The Little Mermaid is so beloved that the citizens of Denmark erected a bronze statue of a mermaid in 1913. The sculpture can be seen on a rock by the water on the Langelinie promenade in Copenhagen. Rob Ball/Getty Images Homer's Ulysses had himself flogged on the mast so the
seductive sounds of sirens could not make him lead his boat into the rocky flocks. Sirens were typical mermaids in ancient folklore. Instead of the radiant, almost human Little Mermaid, mermaids in folklore were often portrayed as luring sailors off course to destroy them. A 15th century



explorer wrote in his diary that the mermaids he spotted off the coast of Africa were not easy to see with their wiry hair and dotted skin. Lefteris_/Getty Images There would be no mermaids, of course, without mermen, and the story is full of stories of these sea men. In popular parables from
all over the world, Mermen are considered malicious beings who can call storms that sink ships and their crews. A particular group of mermenians are reported to be wandering the waters of the Outer Hebrides islands off the coast of Scotland. The locals call them Blue men of Minch, the
narrow water between Scotland and the islands. The mermen take their name from their blue skin and gray beard. CoreyFord/Getty Images In Japan, the legendary half-human half-fish creature gets a decidedly menacing appearance with a simian face and Tortoiseshells on their backs.
The Japanese call them Kappa. In Japanese folklore, kappa is said to love fresh cucumbers above all else, but it will devour young children and those fools enough to swim alone in remote places. Mermaids are not limited to Homer or the Little Mermaid. Literature is filled with whole stories
of mermaids and their underwater adventures. In Moby Dick, pequod's crew hears human screams at night that they believe to be mermaids. T.S. Eliot's famous poem The Love Song by J. Alfred Prufrock contains the line I've heard mermaids sing, each in each. L. Frank Baum, the author of
The Wizard of Oz, wrote a book about mermaids called Fairies of the Sea. There are more than two dozen novels containing the word mermaid in the title. Eduardo Parra /Getty Images The first mermaid film was a four-minute film produced in 1904 by George Melies called The Mermaid.
Since then, no fewer than 40 mermaid movies have been screened on the big screen. Splash in 1984 and Disney's The Little Mermaid brought the sirens of the sea back into popular culture. Captain Jack Sparrow meets mermaids in Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides. Jim
Dyson/Getty Images In the 19th century, mermaid fever hit America with many penny novels dedicated to women of the sea. To fuel the frenzy reports and travel shows began to display apparently fake creatures called mermaids. The most famous of these pranks was designed by P.T.
Barnum, who boasted of being the greatest showman on earth. At his museum in New York, he presented the torso and hands of a young monkey that was sewn into a fish tail. He called it the Fijian mermaid. Although people knew they were being fooled, they were still lining up to see the
monstrosity. Shattered/Getty Images In 2009 residents in the village of Kiryat Yam along the Israeli coast reported that a mermaid was spotted near the shore. The mermaid is said to have performed a few tricks on viewers as the sun set. She was, unfortunately, never seen again. And if you
don't think mermaids are still with us today, check out any cup of Starbucks coffee. The mermaid is there wearing her crown. So, are mermaids real? Not. Well, maybe. Ben Pruchnie/Getty Images Subscribe to the BuzzFeed Newsletter Quiz - Binge with the latest quizzes delivered right to
your inbox with the Quiz newsletter! Subscribe to the BuzzFeed Quiz Newsletter - Binge on the latest quizzes delivered directly to your inbox with the Quiz Newsletter! Under deck | Ashton Pienaar Instagram We May Never Know What happened under the deck because at least one cast
member says they will not be present. Not surprisingly, but former third stew Caroline Bedol tweeted that she's landing the reunion. Her word on Twitter was that it doesn't work for free. But is that really it? Chances are, he doesn't want to face the crew who just lobbed a series of damaging
complaints toward. This includes a report of verbal abuse by head stew Kate Chastain. It now claims Chastain and second stew Josiah Carter drank alcohol while on charter. Bedol also tweeted this cryptic message, no. Really... WIN A WAR AGAINST THE ALLIES, @TvbyBravo @51Minds
@Kate_Chastain. They're curtains for Kate. Let's pretend he'll be back for Season 7 of #BelowDeck just for fun. And while Bedol won't be the first under deck cast member to blow out of the reunion, viewers are hoping he'll reconsider. Bedol keeps firm on why I won't attend In an extra
tweet, he wrote, I wish I could say I'm cool with have to pretend @andy is pleasant, PRO BONO, but no. However, Bedol seems to admit participation would be difficult (which is a great final). Does it matter if I wasn't asked to participate in the reunion]? wrote on Twitter. The thing is, it's
going to be the hardest reunion ever. Here's the line-up: Rhylee, Ross, Ashton, the new Ashton stew bangs, the new hot but dim deckie, Chef, Kate, Josiah, Cappy. Betting estimates are through the roof. But it would be much better to see you there chatting with everyone!! Another writes, I
say this out of concern. I give you props to give this a shot, but reality TV and social media may not be the best thing for you. It's brutal, and I think moving will help you find happiness. He also wrote, girl. C'mon. They may have been bad, but they're adults. She wouldn't be the first to blow
up the reunion. In fact, Brooks has been completely silent throughout the series. Under deck fans probably remember when chef Leon Walker from season three refused to show up at the reunion. Walker was canned after a kitchen fire started due to dirty pans sitting inside the galley oven.
Walker released a statement to RMH, I decided to refuse the invitation from Bravo to attend the reunion show because of the nature in which I have been portrayed, not only as a chef, but as a I was part of a show that was obviously motivated to provoke controversy and divide viewers
based on the character the show wanted the audience to see. I know who I am and I know that those closest to me will vouch for my talents as a chef and my passion for life, family and friends. At the end of the day I have contributed to the ratings for the show. I just wish bravo was honest
with the story. Check out The Cheat Sheet on Facebook! The Little Mermaid has always been one of our favorite movies, so we wanted to dress up as three of the main characters. For Ursula's outfit, we used black and purple glossy fabric. Cut the pattern of a tentacle into both fabrics and
then put the shiny side of each cutting color facing each other, put fabric glue on both sides and then once the glue dries, turn them right side out. We filled each of the eight tentacles with the blow (quilt filling) and attached them to an adult size black tutu. We also made the Eels using a teal
fabric that looked like the exact color that was in the film. We used the same procedure and filled them both with the same type of blow. We used felt for the eyes (yellow and white) and goggly eyes to place on top. We used gray felt for the upper and lower parts of the eels. We used safety
pins to connect the tentacles and eels to the tutu. We bought the wig and jewelry and made sure they looked like Ursula in the movie. We used purple face paint on the face and skin and used water to spread it out. We added false eyelashes and used a teal/blue eye crayon for eye shadow
and drew on a mole with black eyeliner. For the Ariel suit, we sewed the mermaid skirt using a glossy green scale fabric and attached two different tulle fabrics to the bottom to make it rekindle outside and give it the body. We used purple glossy fabric for the top piece and tied it to a bow at
the back. We bought a red long wig for the hair and the plaice bucket as an accessory. For King Triton's suit, we made the arm cuffs out of yellow foam (two different shades; we cut pieces of foam and wrapped them around each hand to figure out large ones that needed to be, then added
smaller pieces to see them just as they did for the film. We also made the crown from the same type of foam; we did a sketch of how we wanted the crown to look and then used that as a stencil to cut from the foam; we then used fabric glue to attach it to a headband tiara that we bought so
that it would put nicely on the wig; we had to buy the mermaid skirt, fake breasts and trident; we were all so impressed with how realistic our costumes were! We have so many great reactions from people; when people saw us they were shocked at how in it we were and just kept saying He
loved them very much. One comment we got a lot of was that it looked like we walked right out of the movie! Everyone wanted to know how we made them, how we made Ursula's skin look the perfect shade of purple, how Ariel's skirt was made, how Ursula's tentacles were made, and how
King Triton's crown was made. Many people wanted to know how long it took us to make the costumes and how we came up with the idea. We had so much fun. Well. out scenes from the movie and the song Under Da Sea and Poor Unfortunate Souls. We are all very good friends and so it
was fun to have these characters together as part of a costume team! Suit!
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